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Abstract
Illicit cryptocurrency mining has become one of the prevalent methods for monetization of computer security
incidents. In this attack, victims’ computing resources are abused to mine cryptocurrency for the benefit of attackers.
The most popular illicitly mined digital coin is Monero as it provides strong anonymity and is efficiently mined on CPUs.
Illicit mining crucially relies on communication between compromised systems and remote mining pools using the
de facto standard protocol Stratum. While prior research primarily focused on endpoint-based detection of in-browser
mining, in this paper, we address network-based detection of cryptomining malware in general. We propose
XMR-Ray, a machine learning detector using novel features based on reconstructing the Stratum protocol from raw
NetFlow records. Our detector is trained offline using only mining traffic and does not require privacy-sensitive normal
network traffic, which facilitates its adoption and integration.
In our experiments, XMR-Ray attained 98.94% detection rate at 0.05% false alarm rate, outperforming the closest
competitor. Our evaluation furthermore demonstrates that it reliably detects previously unseen mining pools, is
robust against common obfuscation techniques such as encryption and proxies, and is applicable to mining in the
browser or by compiled binaries. Finally, by deploying our detector in a large university network, we show its
effectiveness in protecting real-world systems.
Keywords: Detection, Malware, Cryptomining, Monero, NetFlow, Machine learning, One-class classification

1 Introduction
At the end of 2017, the cryptocurrency market reached
a market capitalization of over $600 billion [1]. Since
then, the market has demonstrated its interest in this
technology, and cryptocurrencies have proven to be a revolutionary asset class. In May 2021, another surge of the
cryptocurrency market occurred, taking the market valuation to a record of over $2 trillion [2]. However, the
potential financial gains attracted not only investors but
also malicious actors.
Security risks related to cryptocurrencies are diverse.
Conventional hacking incidents at cryptocurrency
exchanges (e.g., [3, 4]) led to vast financial losses and even,
as in the case of MtGox, to bankruptcy. Other prominent
incidents included manipulation of wallet addresses [5],
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exploitation of wallet software [6–8], and compromise
of mining power exchanges such as N ICE H ASH [9]. In
contrast to such jackpot-style incidents, illicit mining of
digital coins [10] is a far more reliable source of income
for criminals.
Various sources have reported a dramatic rise in cryptocurrency mining malware in the last 2 years. The
year 2018 began with a surge in mining attacks [11], the
trend rising in the entire year [12], during which time the
number of cryptomining malware samples grew by more
than 4000% [13]. In the first quarter of 2019, the number of campaigns targeting victims’ computers to mine
cryptocurrencies reportedly increased by 29% [14], and
the recovery in trading price starting from May 2019 has
resulted in a spike in cryptomining malware operations
[15, 16]. Finally, large-scale attacks targeting enterprises
are still widespread in 2020 (e.g., [17–19]).
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Our work is focused on detecting mining of Monero
cryptocurrency (abbr. XMR), the most prevalent one in
the illicit cryptomining ecosystem due to its anonymity
guarantees and the feasibility to use CPUs for mining [20].
Monero mining is typically performed by a group of miners (clients) connected to a common mining pool (server)
which shares the workload and profit among miners. This
arrangement boosts the chance for the entire pool to
mine a new block and consequently obtain a reward for
it, in turn maximizing the long-term expected gain for
individual miners. The de facto standard application layer
protocol for communication between pool servers and
clients is Stratum [21]. It has a minimalist syntax and uses
simple logic for pool mining, which triggered our interest to investigate if it can be discriminated from other
network traffic.
Illicit cryptomining attacks can be categorized into
two main families. In-browser cryptomining (also cryptojacking, browser-based mining) runs in the victim’s web
browser for as long as she stays on a web page with a mining script, e.g., C RYPTOLOOT [22]. Binary-based cryptomining malware is typically delivered via trojans which
download and execute mining binaries as background
processes. In both cases, by abusing computational power
of hundreds of hijacked devices, attackers can amass significant computational power and generate substabtial
earnings. Section 2 presents further details on “benign”
and “malicious” mining.
From the victims’ perspective, illicit cryptomining
incurs electricity and cloud costs, and causes devices to
slow down and deteriorate rapidly, to the point of potentially being physically destroyed [23]. Crucially, it should
be recognized as a breach indicator and promptly rectified
to prevent further serious damage, e.g., confidential data
theft.
Due to these security implications, illicit cryptomining
has received growing attention in the research community, cf. Section 3. The majority of previous work focused
on understanding and assessing profitability of in-browser
mining [24–27]; other work discussed its detection and
mitigation [28–31]. Much less attention has been paid
to binary-based cryptomining, comprising essentially the
early investigation of Bitcoin mining botnets [32] and the
comprehensive study of Monero mining malware [20].
In terms of detection techniques, the majority of prior
work spotted mining on the endpoints by monitoring
CPU or GPU usage and process metrics (processor time,
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system calls, number of threads, etc.), or in the network
using simple indicators of compromise like domain and IP
blacklists or IPS rules.
While endpoint-based approaches are appealing in
their capability to identify salient features of cryptomining, their deployment is labor-intensive. Network-based
detection, in contrast, can be localized on critical network nodes, but existing approaches cannot cope with
proxies and encryption. In this work, we demonstrate
that essential properties of cryptomining activity can be
accurately recovered from aggregated network traffic, i.e.,
NetFlow records, thus combining the advantages of both
approaches.
The unique capabilities of our proposed detector XMRR AY stem from key design decisions elaborated in
Section 5.1. It inspects network traffic metadata, i.e., NetFlow records (see example in Table 1). To alleviate the
information loss in comparison to a full traffic dump, we
introduce our principal innovation: a novel set of features based on constraint-solving which indicate whether
a set of NetFlow records corresponding to a TCP session exhibits unique statistical regularities characteristic
to Stratum. Using our novel features, Stratum traffic can
be discriminated from other traffic by deploying a oneclass classifier trained solely on mining traffic obtained
from legitimate mining pool clients. As a result, we obtain
a highly efficient, privacy-preserving detector resistant
to encryption, tunneling and proxies, and outperforming
detectors based on DPI. Its design and implementation are
presented along with data collection in Section 5.
In Section 6, we show that XMR-R AY, trained once on
legitimate cleartext mining traffic in our lab, successfully
generalizes to a variety of use cases. First, we evaluate it
in a controlled environment with traffic collected from
a large corporate network (Section 5.3). Next, we assess
its robustness against encryption as well as tunneling
and apply it to both in-browser and binary-based mining traffic. We also show that it successfully detects traffic
generated by mining malware. Finally, we deploy it in a
large university network and assess its false alarm rate.
The main contributions of this work are:
• We design XMR-RAY, a machine learning system for
detection of cryptocurrency mining.
• We propose a novel set of features for machine
learning based on a form of constraint-solving which
indicate whether NetFlow records corresponding to a

Table 1 NetFlow records corresponding to the traffic window depicted in Fig. 2
Source

Destination

Packets

Bytes

Miner
Pool

Start time

End time

Pool

11

Miner

6

Src. port

Dst. port

TCP flags

Protocol

1752

1530189072

1530189144

50122

7777

24

6

952

1530189072

1530189144

7777

50122

24

6
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TCP stream exhibit unique statistical regularities
characteristic to Stratum.
• We evaluate the detection performance of the
proposed solution on a comprehensive collection of
real-world traffic and compare it to the closest
related prior work.
• We assess the system’s robustness against encryption,
tunneling, proxying, and adversarial machine
learning.
• We assess the false-positive rate of our system in a
real-world deployment in a large university.

the server, which in turn verifies it and broadcasts it to
the cryptocurrency network. Once the solution is verified
by the network, the server receives the reward, withholds a commission and distributes the rest among clients
according to their work.
A specialized application layer protocol called Stratum
was developed for pooled mining. It is a line-based text
protocol using TCP sockets and JSON-encoded messages.
Although there is no official standard for Stratum and
its implementations may differ for different currencies,
its workflow remains largely the same across implementations. Mining pools typically implement the following
operations using Stratum:
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Following the experimental evaluation, we discuss the
main limitations of XMR-Ray in Section 7 and conclude
the paper.

2 Cryptocurrency mining
Mining is a fundamental operation for cryptocurrency
networks. Every transaction added to a public ledger must
be verified to avoid over- or double-spending. In the
absence of a central authority, participants of the peer-topeer network verify several transactions of their choice.
Transactions are grouped into blocks that are chained
together by applying cryptographic hash functions to the
content of the new block as well as the hash values of previous blocks, thus creating a tamper-proof “block-chain”
in the ledger. Two mechanisms ensure that each participant verifies transactions honestly. First, obtaining the
right to permanently add a block to the ledger is made
expensive. Hence, every participant needs to “invest”
resources into verification and provide an easily verifiable
proof-of-work (PoW) for each block. Second, honest work
is adequately rewarded.
Both mechanisms outlined above are implemented by
mining which entails the contest for finding a padding to
a block such that the hash function computed over the
padded block evaluates to a value smaller than the given
threshold. Cryptographic hash functions are irreversible;
hence, the only way to solve this problem is to bruteforce the padding. The first participant to find a suitable padding announces the solution to the network and
receives a small value in cryptocurrency as a reward. The
threshold, and hence the problem difficulty, is adjusted
such that a solution is expected once in a certain time
interval. The participants’ chance of find a solution first
is proportional to their share of computational resources
within the network.
2.1 Mining pools

For miners without specialized computing resources,
pooling together is the only realistic chance to gain any
reward. A mining pool server, connected to a cryptocurrency network, distributes tasks to pool participants
(clients). When a client finds a solution, it reports it to

1.
2.
3.
4.

Broadcast mining jobs to the pool participants
Collect the participants’ hashes/shares
Look for the block reward
Track the participants’ contributions and distribute
their rewards proportionally

Pooled mining is particularly popular for ASIC-resistant
currencies like Monero, Dashcoin, and AEON, as they use
a PoW algorithm designed to be egalitarian and efficient
to compute on CPUs.
2.2 Malicious mining

Illegitimate or malicious mining refers to mining performed on hijacked resources. For example, employees
may mine on a corporate computing cluster, or malware
may use the CPU of an infected endpoint for monetization. There exist two prevalent techniques for malicious
mining.
2.2.1 Binary-based cryptomining

This type of mining is performed by malware delivered via
spam, exploit kits, or trojans. Once a device is infected, it
downloads and starts a mining binary (executable). Previous studies reveal that cryptomining malware usually is a
variant of a legitimate open-source mining client with custom configuration parameters, e.g., hard-coded address
of the miscreant’s cryptocurrency wallet, address of the
mining pool or proxy, etc [20].
Monero (abbrev. XMR) is the preferred currency used
by cryptomining malware, and XMRIG [33] is a popular legitimate mining tool deployed in most illicit mining
campaigns [20, 34]. Since 2017, the number of coin miners
has surged, with almost 4 million new samples in the third
quarter of 2018 alone [13]. While the mining functionality
has remained stable, its delivery methods and operational
mechanisms have evolved with the malware ecosystem.
Fileless malware [35] spreads using a combination of PowerShell and the EternalBlue exploit [36]. Some samples
terminate rival mining malware on victim hosts to maximize their resource use [37]. Ransomware enhanced with
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cryptocurrency mining capability decides in real time
which of the two strategies is more lucrative [38].
2.2.2 In-browser mining

This type of mining takes place in users’ web browsers
while they are visiting a web page with an active mining
script. It is considered legitimate if the site owner obtains
the user’s consent and may be financially more attractive to the owner than web advertisement [39]. In-browser
Monero mining was pioneered by C OINHIVE [40], which
provided an efficient JavaScript mining client for embedding into websites, with claims of achieving up to 65% of
the hashing rate of binary-based mining.
However, this type of mining is often abused by criminals who inject JavaScript mining scripts into vulnerable
web sites. A number of such attacks has been reported
using C OINHIVE scripts on, e.g., government websites
of the USA, the UK, and Australia [41]. Attackers also
abused Google’s DoubleClick service, making the affected
web pages show legitimate advertisement while a web
miner covertly performed mining in the background
[42]. Another insidious attack vector targeted carriergrade MikroTik routers vulnerable to remote login with
authentication bypass [43]. In this case, attackers abused
the routers’ web proxy functionality to inject C OINHIVE
scripts into websites browsed by users who accessed the
Web through them.

3 Related work
Below, we present and categorize the most relevant
work addressing the phenomenon of cryptojacking. For
a comprehensive and detailed review of prior work, we
refer the reader to [44]. In addition, we place this work
in the broader context of threat detection and traffic
classification.
3.1 Detection of non-mining threats in network traffic

While detection initially focused on network packets
[45, 46], the rising link speeds made packet analysis infeasible and alternative approaches have emerged based on
network aggregated flows, especially NetFlow [47]. Combined flow- and packet-based approaches were introduced for malware family classification [48, 49]. Pure
flow-based systems have been successful in detecting
malware-related activities [50–52] like botnets [53–55],
DoS attacks [56–58], scans [59–61], and worms [62, 63].
Similarly, our work is based on NetFlow, but we introduce
novel features specialized for mining detection.
3.2 Traffic classification

The problem addressed in our work may be seen as a special case of traffic classification, namely, identification of
the Stratum protocol traffic. Hence, our method is related
to the respective work on traffic classification. Conti et al.
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proposed a method for identifying user actions in Android
applications based on information from TCP/IP packet
metadata in encrypted traffic [64, 65]. Papadogiannaki et
al. proposed a pattern language for describing IP packet
sequences and use it for fine-grained identification of
application events, also in encrypted traffic [66]. Traffic
classification was also performed using first 5 packets of
a TCP connection [67] or counting received packets and
bytes [68]. The impact of traffic sampling on performance
of detection systems was studied in [69]. We refer the
interested reader to [70, 71] for an exhaustive literature
survey in traffic analysis and classification.
3.3 Longitudinal studies

A considerable body of related work investigated the
cryptojacking ecosystem. In 2014, Huang et al. reverseengineered a large population of Bitcoin mining malware
and analyzed its network traffic to study operational
behavior, geographical distribution, and other features
[32]. They identified coherent botnet campaigns, estimated their earnings and speculated about their payout
strategies. A similar study has addressed the clandestine ecosystem of malicious Monero mining binaries [20].
Other longitudinal studies addressed in-browser cryptojacking, most prominently MINE SWEEPER [28], presenting a new detection technique using static JavaScript
analysis and monitoring CPU cache events during
WebAssembly execution. An analysis of Alexa’s top 1
million sites provided insights into campaigns’ earnings
estimates, distribution networks, pools, proxies, and services. Bijmans et al. [27] extend this work with a larger
list of domains gathered from different sources. They
analyze NetFlow records associated with mining services and assess their usage distribution. Other studies addressed similar questions, differing primarily in
techniques for the detection of cryptojacking websites
[24–26, 72–75].
3.4 Endpoint- and cloud-based detection

Early work on detection addressed Bitcoin mining in cloud
environments. Solanas et al. [76] proposed a method for
detecting undesirable activities, including Bitcoin mining, by using privacy-friendly features extracted from
OpenStack implementations. They use metrics such as
CPU utilization, disk read/write request rates/bytes and
network byte/packet rates to train a detector. A similar approach was taken in [77]. Analogously, hardwareassisted profiling has been used to create discernible
signatures for various mining algorithm [78, 79]. Other
related work relies on analysis of power consumption, network logs and web resources [80], hardware performance
indicators [81, 82], or on a combination of both Windows performance counters and network flows features
[83]. RAPID analyzes endpoint performance from the
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web browser to detect in-browser mining using machine
learning in real time [29]. Naseem et al. convert Wasm
binaries to gray-scale images and utilize a convolutional
neural network-based classifier to label an image as either
malicious (i.e., cryptojacking) or benign [84]. Cryptojacking was also detected by tracing opcodes during execution
although not from the browser itself [31]. In the field of
memory forensics, Ali et al. [85] proposed several techniques for extraction of key cryptojacking indicators, e.g.,
wallet addresses and Stratum protocol messages, from
memory images. Side channels have also been successfully
used for detection [86].
Detection of cryptojacking at the endpoints or in cloud
infrastructure may appear straightforward since cryptojacking inherently incurs high CPU and memory usage.
Nevertheless, it remains susceptible to false positives (processes with similar resource usage profiles) and evasion
(attackers throttle the consumption to stay under the
radar). Especially in enterprise environments, deployment
and orchestration of endpoint detection may be very
costly.

mining detection, and we experimentally demonstrate its
superior detection performance.
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4 Stratum traffic analysis
In this section, we present the details of the Stratum pool
mining protocol. To this end, we perform a manual analysis of full packet traces of Stratum traffic captured in
our lab and show the most important findings. Our traffic
collection effort is documented in Section 5.3.
Communication over Stratum starts with the pool
client (miner) contacting the pool server and performing
authentication. As soon as the miner successfully logs into
a mining pool, it starts receiving jobs over New Job messages which have the general format shown in Listing 1.
{
"jsonrpc": "2.0",
"method": "job",
"params": {
"blob": "152 hex char string (76 bytes)",
"job_id": "16864",
"target": "cf8b0000"
}
}

Listing 1 Stratum new job message

3.5 Network-based detection

Guidelines published in technical papers, e.g., [87], typically present simple network detection rules. Others,
e.g., [88], list indicators of compromise (IoC) for Monero mining, e.g., pool domains, wallet addresses, C&C
communication patterns. However, such techniques are
routinely evaded by attackers. Academic research developed complementary ideas. Swedan et al. present a system
for gateway-based traffic analysis which dissects HTTP(S)
traffic to extract and analyze JavaScript in real time using
heuristic rules [89]. This approach is nevertheless susceptible to evasion using JavaScript obfuscation and bears
a substantial operational burden associated with HTTPS
proxies. Several papers [90–93] rely on computing features upon packet flows and training binary classification
machine learning models. They achieve high detection
accuracy at the expenses of computation and deployment
overhead.
Motivated to achieve accurate detection and reduce
cost, recent papers investigate using NetFlow [94, 95].
They propose binary classification to discriminate
between mining and non-mining traffic, utilizing the
C4.5 decision tree algorithm and generic NetFlow-based
features known from earlier work [96]. However, binary
classification complicates deployment, as the model
needs to be trained from scratch in every environment
(“train everywhere”). In contrast, our detector is trained
once using only mining traffic and can subsequently be
deployed in any environment without retraining because
it does not depend on the highly diverse non-mining
traffic (“train once, deploy everywhere”). Furthermore,
our work introduces novel features highly specialized for

In the examples, we show the format used by a specific
combination of client-server tools, i.e., the mining pool
mine.xmrpool.net and mining client XMRIG 2.6.4,
but our algorithm is designed to be independent of
the specific implementation and focuses on the Stratum
workflow.
The main properties of New Job messages areas follows:
• blob: an ASCII hexadecimal string (76 bytes/152
characters) representing the content to be hashed by
miners in order to produce Monero coins. A portion
of this string is editable and represents the nonce
that can be arbitrarily set by miners.
• job_id: a string used to match jobs with their
corresponding results; it has a variable length which
depends on the pool implementation.
• target: in order for the block to be accepted by the
pool, its header hash must be lower than or equal to
the current target, thus lowering the target makes the
hash computation more difficult.
When a mining pool client receives a New Job message
from the server, it starts the mining process. This involves
finding a nonce such that the value generated by hashing the new blob, using the PoW hash function, is lower
than the target. The information included in the New Job
message is sufficient to define the problem.
Once the miner finds a solution, it submits its result to
the pool in the form of a Solution Submission message. An
example for this type of message can be seen in Listing 2.
It contains several fields, but 3 are relevant for our analysis. The job_id corresponds to the job which has been
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{
"id": 76,
"jsonrpc": "2.0",
"result": {
"status": "OK"
},
"error": null
}

Listing 3 Stratum Submission Result message.

Fig. 1 Typical stratum mining workflow

completed. The nonce (8 hexadecimal characters denoting a 4-byte value) has been found by the miner and used
to produce a suitable hash. The hash value of the block
header using the found nonce is returned as result.

{
"id": 76,
"jsonrpc": "2.0",
"method": "submit",
"params": {
"id": "1",
"job_id": "16871",
"nonce": "b51100e0",
"result": "64 hex char string (32 bytes)"
}

A detailed example of the communication between a
miner and a Monero public pool over Stratum is shown
in Fig. 2. The two subfigures show the TCP/Stratum packets sent by the pool and the miner, respectively, during
the mining process. The plot is based on full-packet capture (DPI) for demonstration purposes, but our algorithm
works on NetFlow data. As an example, NetFlow records
corresponding to the window of network traffic between
the dashed vertical lines are presented in Table 1.
Miners may sometimes receive New Job messages from
the pool while they are already working on a job. This
happens for two reasons: either a new block has been
mined or new transactions appeared for the current block.
Therefore, the ratio between the number of jobs and number of the submitted solutions in a single NetFlow record
pair is not one-to-one. This makes reconstructing Stratum
semantics from NetFlow more difficult.
By analyzing several mining traces using visualization tools, e.g., see Fig. 2, we discovered the following
properties:

}

Listing 2 Stratum solution submission message

The mining pool server receives the Solution Submission
message. After verifying the correctness of the embedded solution, it sends back a Submission Result message.
An example is shown in Listing 3. This pattern of communication between the pool client and server, denoted
in Fig. 1 as Unit, repeats until the network connection is
terminated.

Fig. 2 Example of stratum communication between a mining pool and client

• The size of Stratum messages exchanged between a
server and client remains nearly constant.
• New Job and Solution Submission are the largest
messages sent by the pool and the miner, respectively.
• After Login, the miner generally sends 2 types of
messages: Solution Submission and Keep-Alive.
• The number of TCP acknowledgments (ACK) sent
by the miner, excluding keep-alives, is equal to the
number of Submission Result and New Job messages
sent by the pool. The number of ACKs sent by the
pool is not equal to the number of Solution
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Submission. This happens because the pool often
piggybacks the ACK flag for a Solution Submission in
the Submission Result packet.

Tradeoffs of these decisions are summarized in Table 2,
empty cells denote cases with no discernible effects.
Installing and managing endpoint monitoring tools
with comprehensive coverage is challenging in dynamic
environments. Network-based detection, in contrast, can
be centralized. However, existing simple network-based
approaches, e.g., IP/domain blacklists and IPS rules,
cannot cope with encryption. Consequently, XMR-R AY
inspects NetFlow instead of packets, achieving several
advantages while potentially reducing accuracy due to the
information loss.
The choice of machine learning approach is based on
the premise that pool mining traffic can be discriminated
from all other network communications. Therefore, we
employ a one-class classifier (OCC) trained solely on mining traffic generated by generic legitimate mining pool
clients. This is a clear competitive advantage over related
work which employs binary classifiers, as they additionally require full network traffic for training. In essence,
binary classifiers decide between two classes, while OCCs
decide between the target class and everything else, i.e.,
“universe”. If the target class is well characterized by representative training data and characteristic features, and
the universe is very diverse and constantly changing—an
assumption which is true in our case—then OCC is clearly
a superior choice. The benefits are very significant, the
only drawback is the information loss which may lead to
lower accuracy.
To alleviate information loss, the main innovation effort
was invested in reconstructing as much information as
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These properties enable us to engineer Stratum-specific
features for accurate detection of mining traffic.

5 XMR-Ray detector
This section presents the design and implementation of
the cryptomining detector XMR-R AY, with a particular
focus on design decisions and its novel features.
5.1 Design tradeoffs

Several features of the current cryptomining ecosystem
are crucial for the design of our detector. First, the Stratum protocol is de facto standard. Furthermore, not only
the protocol but also the few client implementations
are largely shared among legitimate and malicious users.
Finally, malicious mining operations are often carried out
via legitimate public mining pools [20]; thus, the malicious actors are forced to use exactly the same client and
protocol implementations as the said public pools.
To take advantage of these findings, we made the following key design choices for XMR-R AY:
1. It is based on network traffic inspection, not
endpoint monitoring,
2. It uses aggregate information, i.e., NetFlow, not DPI.
3. It employs one-class, not binary classification.
4. Its features are mining-specific.

Table 2 Summary of benefits and drawbacks of XMR-RAY’s design
Design choice

Efficiency

Network- vs.
endpoint-based

Does not slow
down endpoints.

NetFlow vs. DPI

Several orders of
magnitude less
input to process.

One-class vs.
binary
classification

Amount of mining
traffic used for
OCC training is a
small fraction of
normal enterprise
traffic necessary
for training binary
classifiers.

Specialized vs.
generic NetFlow
features

Computationally
slightly more
expensive§ .

Sentences marked with “§” denote drawbacks

Privacy

Cost-efficiency

Ease of
deployment

Robustness

Accuracy

Does not require
endpoint agents.

Deployed and
managed
centrally.

Robust against
endpoint evasion.
Not applicable to
novel protocols§ .

Traffic content is
not inspected.

Network devices,
e.g., switches,
already support
NetFlow
aggregation.

No need to
decrypt traffic
using an HTTPS
proxy.

Relatively robust
against
encryption.

Information loss
due to
aggregation§ .

No need to use
sensitive
enterprise traffic
for training, only
generic Stratum
traffic.

Minimal training
data maintenance:
collection of
generic Stratum
traffic is sufficient.

The classifier, as
trained by security
vendors, can be
shipped to
customers
without on-site
adaptation.
Minimal retraining
required.

Not affected by
any changes in
enterprise traffic.

Information loss
due to lack of
access to normal
traffic§ .

Robust against
encryption,
proxying, and
tunneling.

Tailored to
Stratum protocol
semantics.
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5.3 Data collection

using a mining server optimized for CPU and GPU mining. Such a traffic is largely machine-independent and
thus the machine learning models’ results are not biased
even if the data was generated and collected from a single
machine. It runs Ubuntu 18.04 and has an AMD RX 580
GPU and AMD Ryzen 7 2700x CPU. The primary mining
tools were XMRIG for CPU and C LAYMORE/XMR-STAK
for GPU mining, as these are well maintained and widely
used both legitimately and in cryptomining malware campaigns [20]. Traffic was collected by running TCPDUMP
locally on the mining server and converted to NetFlow
setting both active and inactive timeouts to 100s. In our
implementation, metadata is encoded using NetFlow v5,
the most common and lightweight version, but alternative
formats like IPFIX are also suitable. This procedure is used
for training and evaluation in our experiments.
To collect a comprehensive corpus of cleartext mining traffic, we mined in 25 well-known Monero public
pools [97] for about 6 months, gathering around 4000 h of
mining traffic.
For the experimental evaluation, we also collected a corpus of NetFlow data (test dataset) from a large enterprise
network (about 10k hosts). Like for mining traffic, export
timeouts were set to 100s. It comprises around 500 million flows, of which there are 16,000 TCP conversations
(565,000 flows) longer than 30 min and was collected
for 1 month. This heterogeneous network environment is
representative for large enterprises. We assume that the
test data does not contain mining traffic and our manual investigation did not find any, even in our method’s
false positives. Finally, it is worth noting that all NetFlow records were collected with a sampling rate of 100%.
This is standard practice among enterprises that for security purposes deploy dedicated NetFlow exporters. To
enable the computation of performance metrics like true/false positive rate in our experiments, we inject subsets
of mining conversations taken from our mining traffic
collection into the test dataset. Specifically, we insert
NetFlow records belonging to mining TCP conversations
among the NetFlow records from the benign enterprise
traffic. We carefully avoid using the injected mining traffic
for training.

The starting point of our mining investigation is a representative corpus of legitimate mining traffic collected

5.4 System architecture

possible from NetFlow records by designing Stratumspecific features. Section 6 demonstrates that this effort
was very successful and that another crucial benefit was
achieved this way: robustness against encryption, proxying, and tunneling. The cost is a minor increase of computation effort, already compensated by using NetFlow
and OCC.
Clearly, the benefits are numerous and very significant,
especially for the last 2 design choices, which also represent competitive advantages compared to related work.
However, the main strength is also the main weakness:
by being Stratum-specific, the approach is not applicable
to completely novel protocols. This is discussed from the
perspective of adversarial machine learning in Section 6.6
and as a limitation in Section 7.
5.2 Deployment scenario

A typical deployment scenario for our detector is shown
in Fig. 3, where XMR-R AY receives metadata of traffic
passing through the network gateway. A network flow
is a communication session between two applications
described by the tuple (As , ps , Ad , pd , P), where As , Ad are
source and destination IP addresses, ps , pd are the corresponding ports, and P is the IP protocol. Each direction
in the communication is considered a separate, unidirectional flow.
NetFlow records are exported according to different
timeout rules:
• Active timeout takes place upon expiration of the
active timeout, enabling periodic export of flow
statistics in long network conversations.
• Inactive timeout occurs if no packet is observed in a
flow within a specified time interval.
• Flag-based timeout is activated when FIN and RST
flags in TCP sessions indicate session termination.
After NetFlow collection is enabled on a device, flow
statistics are stored and updated in a cache. When a flow
times out, its statistics are exported in form of a NetFlow
record.

Fig. 3 Typical deployment scenario for XMR-RAY

The architecture of the XMR-R AY system is depicted in
Fig. 4. It takes as input NetFlow records and operates in 2
modes: training and deployment. In training mode, NetFlow records from our database of collected mining traffic
are used to train a machine learning model. In deployment mode, the trained model is used to classify NetFlow
records resulting from TCP conversations of new, live
network traffic as either mining or other traffic. In the
following, we provide a detailed description of individual
modules.
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Fig. 4 System architecture

5.4.1 TCP conversation reconstruction

Stratum runs over TCP, and mining is carried out during
long communication sessions which we denote as “conversations.” NetFlow records are collected with a timeout
that can be much shorter than the duration of a single
conversation, e.g., 100 s. A single mining session therefore corresponds to many NetFlow records. The first step
of our method is to reassemble unidirectional NetFlow
records into bidirectional TCP conversations. All NetFlow
records sharing the same TCP 4-tuple are grouped into a
single TCP conversation.
5.4.2 Traffic windowing by time

In the second step, the previously reassembled TCP conversations are partitioned by time into overlapping successive windows, each window having the same time length
of lW seconds. This is repeated every fW seconds. The
overlap is due to the sliding window nature of splitting
and lW ≥ fW . Keeping lW constant ensures that timedependent features have a comparable value among all
time windows. The sets of time-windowed TCP conversations produced in this step are the basic unit of processing for the machine learning model, i.e., the model’s
decisions are made based on NetFlow records collected
within a time window of lW seconds from a single TCP
conversation.
5.4.3 Feature extraction

In this step, the output of the previous module is prepared for processing by the machine learning algorithm.
The feature extraction module computes 110 features
capable of capturing the intrinsic network behavior of
Stratum communications. The features are described in
Section 5.5. The output are real-valued feature vectors
that describe the salient properties of individual traffic
windows.
Feature extraction is the last module in the preprocessing subsystem. The preprocessing is performed in exactly
the same way for both training and deployment.
5.4.4 Training

In the training mode, incoming feature vectors are used
to train a one-class classification model. In this mode,

only mining traffic from the training dataset is used as
input. The model is trained to identify whether a set of
NetFlow records corresponding to a time window of lW
seconds from a single TCP conversation contains mining
traffic or not. The output of the training step is a one-class
classification model.
5.4.5 Prediction

In prediction mode, the model predicts whether windows
of live traffic represent mining or not. During deployment, decisions can also be made on a coarser granularity of TCP conversations by applying some rules (e.g.,
majority voting) to the outcome of window-based prediction. In all but the real-world deployment experiment
(see Section 6.8), we use window-based prediction to
evaluate our method. This is intended to evaluate the
worst-case performance in the absence of error correction
mechanisms.
5.5 Feature engineering

A crucial contribution of this work is a novel set of features
that describe characteristic traits of the Stratum protocol from the information aggregated in NetFlow records.
To this end, we devised a novel feature extraction process dubbed “speculative reconstruction.” The analysis of
Stratum traffic that motivated our feature design is presented in Section 4. All features are computed for NetFlow
records corresponding to individual traffic windows of
duration lW seconds of TCP conversations.
5.5.1 Group 1: Heuristics based on speculative
reconstruction of Stratum

The first group of features exploits the fact that Stratum messages have a very constrained format, which
enables us to reconstruct characteristics of cleartext messages from aggregated values in NetFlow records. We dub
this process “speculative” because the constraints we have
identified do not always have a unique solution but nevertheless enable a good guess about the true sequence of
Stratum messages.
The process starts by analyzing each pair of corresponding unidirectional NetFlow records in a time-windowed
TCP conversation, i.e., the NetFlow record from A to B
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and B to A. Our goal is to estimate, for each pair of
records, the following quintuples:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ACK packet size,
Size of New Job messages
Size of Solution Submission messages
Number of New Job messages
Number of Solution Submission messages

To this end, we apply 10 intrinsic constraints imposed by
TCP and Stratum, for example:
• ACK packet size in bytes ∈ {40, 44, . . . , 80}.
• Size of Solution Submission messages is greater than
the size of ACK packets by at least 72 bytes (nonce +
result).
• Size of New Job messages is greater than the size of
ACK packets by at least 152 bytes (blob size).
• Number of miner’s packets is the sum of number of
ACK packets, Keep-Alive and Solution Submission
messages.
• Number of miner’s ACK packets is the sum of the
numbers of New Job and Submission Result
messages.
After filtering out Keep-Alive messages, we guess the ACK
packet size and estimate the remaining four quantities so
as to match the number of packets and bytes observed
in NetFlow records. After discarding quintuples with
non-integer values we are usually left with several plausible quintuples, i.e., solutions, for each pair of NetFlow
records.
In the second step, we group all quintuples obtained for
a time-windowed TCP conversation by the first 3 dimensions (i.e., ACK packet size, size of New Job messages, size
of Solution Submission messages) and count their occurrences. These 3 dimensions are imposed by TCP and
Stratum configuration parameters of the pool and miner
and they remain nearly constant for the duration of the
session. The last 2 dimensions (i.e., number of New Job
messages and number of Solution Submission messages)
are variables reflecting the current workload of the miner.
In the final step, we use the triplet counts from the
second step to compute the following features for every
window of lW seconds:
F1.1 Ratio of the largest triplet count to the total count of
feasible triplets
F1.2 Difference between largest and smallest triplet count
F1.3 Standard deviation of triplet counts
F1.4 Ratio of New Job packet size to Solution Submission
packet size for the most frequent triplet
F1.5 Standard deviation of New Job message counts
across all NetFlow records for the most frequent
triplet
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F1.6 Standard deviation of Solution Submission message
counts across all NetFlow records for the most
frequent triplet.
The feature sensitivity analysis of our classifier showed
that these features play a major role in attaining high
detection accuracy. In the following, we attempt to elucidate the speculative reconstruction on an example with an
lW of 30 min. We use the same value for the experiments
in Section 6.
The essence of the speculative reconstruction process is
solving a system of equations whose constraints are dictated primarily by Stratum semantics. As a result, in case
of a mining conversation, a single solution of the system
should frequently repeat across the conversation’s NetFlow record pairs. On the other hand, no solution should
dominate others in non-mining conversations.
Features F1.1–F1.3 explicitly aim at capturing this characteristic. A high value for these features means that
only one triplet (ACK packet size, size of New Job messages, size of Solution Submission messages) solves the
equation system for most NetFlow record pairs. This is
a strong indicator of mining traffic. Figure 5 shows the
statistical distribution of features F1.1–F1.3 for approximately 15,000 mining and normal conversations of lW
minutes. Although features computed on mining conversations show some variability in their values, their medians are several times higher than those of normal conversations. This demonstrates the validity of speculative
reconstruction and the importance of features F1.1–F1.3
as indicators of mining traffic.
Features F1.4–F1.6 characterize the average difficulty
of jobs requested by specific pools. For non-mining
traffic, they are likely to appear random. In addition,
F1.6 captures the effects of the VARDIFF algorithm [98]
employed by pools to update the miners’ job difficulty
based on their average time to finish past jobs.
While speculative reconstruction features carry a strong
signal for differentiating between mining and other traf-

Fig. 5 Statistical distribution of F1.1, F1.2, and F1.3
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fic, alone they cannot achieve low false positive rate. We
observed during feature development that the most similar traffic to Stratum was VoIP and protocols exhibiting
polling or beaconing behaviors. These protocols share
commonalities with Stratum, such as a near-constant
transmission rate, long duration, and repeating messages. To finally distinguish between mining and these
similar protocols, we extended our feature set with the
following.
5.5.2 Group 2: Correlation between mean packet sizes of
the miner and the pool

The ratio of byte count and packet count of a NetFlow
record gives its mean packet size. For the mean packet
sizes of 2 sequences of unidirectional NetFlow records
of every time window, we compute different correlation
metrics, e.g., Pearson correlation coefficient. This captures the intuition that a New Job message from the pool
is unlikely to be immediately followed by a solution from
the miner. In NetFlow terms, the pool’s record has a high
mean packet size (since New Job is the biggest Stratum
message), and the corresponding miner’s record a low one,
because it acknowledges the New Job but does not deliver
the solution in the same record.
In the other direction, when the miner sends a Solution
Submission it is unlikely that the pool has sent a New Job
message in the previous seconds. Also, the pool needs to
send a Submission Result and occasionally an ACK, which
lowers the mean packet size since these packets are much
smaller than New Job messages. Hence the two lists of
mean packet sizes are anti-correlated for mining traffic
and uncorrelated for non-mining traffic.
5.5.3 Group 3: Correlation between packet count and mean
packet size

Features in this group are similar to group 2 but instead
correlate the mean packet size and packet count of all
NetFlow records with the same direction. We observe
that a miner’s Solution Submission triggers a response
from the pool that the miner needs to ACK. Hence, a
Solution Submission message boosts the number of packets sent by both sides, causing the mean packet size of
the miner to raise (Solution Submission is miner’s biggest
packet) and of the pool to drop (Submission Result is
small). Hence, the miner’s packet count and mean packet
size are correlated, the opposite is true for the pool,
and no correlation should be observed for most other
traffic.
5.5.4 Group 4: Ratio of transmitted bytes

For each unidirectional NetFlow record (A to B), we find
the corresponding answer (B to A) and compute the ratio
of bytes sent and received. The features represent the distribution of such ratios: range, interquartile range, mean,
and standard deviation.
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5.5.5 Group 5: Mean packet size

These features represent the distribution of mean packet
sizes for NetFlow records with the same direction, comprising standard deviation, range, and interquartile range.
5.5.6 Group 6: Transmission rate

These features represent the distribution of the transmission rate (bytes/s) for NetFlow records with the same
direction, comprising standard deviation, interquartile
range and minimum rate.
Feature groups 4–6 capture the intuition that mining communication has a finite set of possible packets
exchanged, as well as relatively constant miner-pool communication, following a specific pattern. Finally, the above
semantically motivated features are complemented with
useful general features derived from number of sent bytes
and mean packet inter-arrival time.
5.6 One-class classification

In machine learning, one-class classification (OCC)
attempts to identify objects of a specific class by learning from a training set containing only objects of that
class. The task in OCC is to define a classification boundary around the positive (target) class, such that it accepts
as many target objects as possible, while minimizing the
chance of accepting negative (outlier) objects. It is a onevs-rest classification, where the rest are not observed
during training.
XMR-R AY uses the Isolation Forest OCC algorithm as
implemented in SCIKIT-LEARN [99]. Its hyperparameters
are tuned using grid search; the following values are chosen for all subsequent experiments: n_estimator = 300,
contamination = 0.01, max_samples is set to the number of training samples. At an early stage in research,
we evaluated other one-class classifiers, such as one-class
SVM, but their results were inferior. Given a generally
high accuracy of XMR-R AY, we did not study even more
advanced classifiers, e.g., deep learning.

6 Results
In this section, we test XMR-R AY in diverse environments,
with the goal of providing a comprehensive and realistic
evaluation.
For the detection in networks with thousands of hosts
it is crucial to maximize detection rate (i.e., recall or true
positive rate (TPR)) and minimize false alarm rate (i.e.,
false positive rate (FPR)):
TPR =

TP
,
P

FPR =

FP
.
N

Above, TP represents the count of true alarms, P the
total count of mining traffic windows, FP the count of false
alarms, and N the total count of non-mining windows.
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A single pair of (TPR, FPR) values provides a very
limited view of detector’s performance. Most detectors
have variable detection thresholds (e.g., the percentage
of trees in a random forest which vote for one of the
classes) which, when adjusted, change their decisions and
therefore (TPR, FPR) rates as well. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve provides a comprehensive
view of detector’s performance because it incorporates all
(TPR, FPR) operating points of the detector for all values
of its detection threshold (as a 2D curve). Throughout this
section, we evaluate the detection performance using the
area under ROC (AuROC), which provides a summary of
the ROC curve. Its values lie in the range (0, 1), the higher
the better.
6.1 Trade-off between latency and accuracy

Our first experiment aims to find a good trade-off
between detection latency and accuracy, as influenced by
the window size lW , a parameter of our algorithm. Lowering its value reduces latency but also the amount of
information available to make the decision.
For each window size lW , we perform a variant of a 10fold cross-validation. Our set of mining traffic comprises
traffic collected from all 25 recorded mining pools (see
Section 5.3). We divide the mining traffic into 10 different 80:20 splits. The 80% comprises the training set. The
remaining 20% is mixed with our non-mining enterprise
traffic collection (also described in Section 5.3) to serve as
the test set.
Figure 6 shows that the detection accuracy grows with
lW , as expected. We choose lW = 1800s (30min), with
TPR = (98.94 ± 0.34)% and FPR = (0.054 ± 0.027)%, and
use this value in all subsequent experiments. The FPR
is computed per time window (30min) of a TCP stream,
rather than per flow record. In our test environment with
about 3500 TCP conversations per day which exceed 30
min, XMR-R AY produced about 3 false positives per day.
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is a challenging task since mining traffic can be, and in
practice already is, easily customized. Indeed, the majority
of well-known Monero public pools use existing customizable tools like NODE-CRYPTONOTE-POOL [100] and
NODEJS - POOL [101].
To evaluate XMR-R AY’s ability to detect novel pools,
we design a new experiment. Similarly to the previous case, we use 10-fold cross-validation, but this time,
we make sure that none of the pools in the test set
have appeared in the training set. This experiment simulates real-world deployment where completely new pools
appear regularly. We evaluate several ratios of numbers
of pools used for training and testing, ranging from 7:18
to 22:3. Experiment results depicted in Fig. 7 show a clear
advantage in using more pools for training and give a
promise that model performance has potential to improve
with time as more mining traffic is collected for training. Using about 10 pools for training suffices to achieve
high TPR (96.20 ± 3.04)% on the remaining 15 previously
unseen pools with an FPR of only (0.058 ± 0.071)%.
6.3 Detection of malware mining traffic

To verify that XMR-R AY detects mining by malware, we
set up a CUCKOO sandbox [102] and executed two samples belonging to mining campaigns W EB C OBRA [103]
and NRSMINER [104]. We collected around 30 h of traffic thus generating an insignificant profit for the threat
actors. We noticed that the W EB C OBRA miner connected
to an IP address, while NRSMINER used a DNS query. In
both cases, the remote hosts may have been proxies or
private pool servers, as they did not belong to any public
Monero pools.
Nevertheless, XMR-R AY correctly classified all 30-min
(lW ) time windows as mining. This experiment does not
evaluate FPR by design, as the model is only applied to
positive test samples. The result corroborates our hypothesis that there is no substantial difference between legitimate and illegitimate mining traffic.

6.2 Detection of novel mining pools

Another crucial property of cryptomining detectors is
their capability to detect traffic from miners that communicate with previously unknown mining pools. This

Fig. 6 Detection performance as a function of window size lW

6.4 Detection in obfuscated network traffic

Another experiment evaluates XMR-R AY’s capability to
correctly identify obfuscated mining traffic, i.e., using

Fig. 7 Detection performance on novel mining pools
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encryption or connecting through a tunnel, even when
it was trained only on NetFlow records of cleartext mining traffic. Similarly to the previous experiment, in this
section, we do not evaluate FPR by design, as the model is
only applied to positive test samples.
6.4.1 Encrypted mining

Since the beginning of 2018, mining pools and tools
increasingly provide the option to perform mining over an
encrypted channel using SSL/TLS. In some cases, pools
encourage the use of SSL by reducing fees for miners that
do so [105]. In October 2018, XMRIG introduced support
for SSL/TLS.
To collect encrypted mining traffic, we mined for
several hours with different mining tools in 11 out
of 25 pools that supported SSL mining. All pools
accepted one of the following ciphers proposed by the
client: AES{128,256}-GCM-SHA{256,384} [106].
This choice is natural since AES-GCM has slowly replaced
AES-CBC over the past years, becoming the most used
encryption mechanism. Furthermore, TLS1.3 no longer
supports CBC-mode ciphers since AES-GCM combines
stronger security, lower traffic overhead and higher performance on modern hardware.
Counter mode of operation is designed to turn
block ciphers into stream ciphers; hence, we expected
AES-GCM (Galois Counter Mode) to increase the packet
size but keep the crucial properties and relations we
observed in Stratum messages. And indeed, the model
detected 98.16% of the 1000 evaluated 30-min windows of
SSL mining traffic. Although this finding is not surprising
given our feature design, it is nevertheless a remarkable
accomplishment for a machine learning algorithm trained
without access to encrypted traffic.
In the next step, we modified the mining client to
propose other cipher suites in the TLS handshake.
The only remaining ones the pools accepted were
AES{128,256}-CBC-SHA{128,256}. The detection
rate was 99.35% on 250 h of encrypted mining traffic, thus
the padding of the CBC mode of operation has a negligible
influence on our features. From these results, we conclude
that our model reliably detects encrypted mining traffic,
due to two main reasons:
1 Reliance on metadata instead of payload
2 Custom feature design that reveals the intrinsic
behavioral characteristics of the Stratum protocol.
We are not aware of any use of SSL/TLS by cryptomining malware so far. However, encryption is becoming ever
more widespread and it is not difficult to imagine its use
for this purpose in the near future. By proposing a model
resistant to evasion using encryption, we hope to be one
step ahead of malicious actors.
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6.4.2 SOCKS proxy

This is an SSH tunnel which applications use to forward
their traffic to a proxy server that relays it to the final
destination. The clients must use an SSH agent.
For this experiment, we collected several hours of
mining traffic through a SOCKS 5 proxy using ciphers
CHACHA20-POLY1305, AES{128,192,256}-CTR,
and AES{128,256}-GCM. To test a different cipher
suite from the previous experiment, we force the SSH
session to use the AEAD cipher CHACHA20-POLY1305.
On 250 h of mining over an SSH tunnel, the detection
rate was 89.16%.
6.4.3 Mining proxy

In the past few years, several botnets started mining, and the mining pools started to ban them under
the pressure of the mining community. A common
approach for spotting botnets is to count the number of IP addresses that connect using the same wallet address (e.g., mineXMR.com [107]). To avoid a ban
and mask their wallets, attackers started using mining
proxies like XMRIG-PROXY [108]. Such tools are similar to standard proxies but communicate over Stratum
and manage a large number of miners. They reduce
the number of connections to the pool, e.g., up to 256
times for XMRIG-PROXY. XMR-Ray has detected 90.08%
of the 200 h of mining that we performed over
XMRIG - PROXY .
6.5 Detection of in-browser mining

Previous longitudinal studies investigated the distribution of well-known cryptomining services in web pages
[25, 27, 28]. Our collection included the top 3: COINHIVE , C OIN IMP [109], and C RYPTO L OOT [22]. These
were found in around 75% of all websites with mining
scripts within the Alexa Top 1 million list, C OINHIVE
alone accounted for 60%. We found the websites hosting
these scripts via the search engine PublicWWW [110],
connected to them to perform mining and collected the
traffic. The scripts throttled the CPU usage down to 30%
to evade detection.
Table 3 shows that XMR-R AY reliably detects C OINHIVE
and C RYPTOLOOT. Similarly to the previous two experiments, we do not evaluate its FPR by design, as the model
is only applied to positive test samples. We further investigate the reasons for a somewhat lower detection rate for
C OINIMP.
Table 3 Detection results for in-browser mining
Mining service

Traffic (h)

Detection rate

Coinhive

250

98.85%

CryptoLoot

100

95.26%

75

79.47%

CoinImp
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During in-browser mining, clients communicate with
the mining pool using WebSockets. All our collected
examples used WebSockets over TLS. By collecting and
decrypting a new session, we noticed COINIMP also
used obfuscation. Looking at the distribution of packet
sizes in the packet dump (before conversion to NetFlow),
we noticed that C OINIMP introduced variations to the
Stratum workflow that reduced our detection rate. We
thus conclude that the WebSocket proxy server alters the
client-side protocol.
On March 8, 2019, C OINHIVE stopped its mining services. As a result, other mining services took advantage
of Coinhive’s absence and cryptojacking attacks are still
widespread [111–113].
6.6 Robustness against adversarial evasion

Machine learning algorithms are vulnerable to adversarial
examples, i.e., data which is manipulated in order to evade
a specific detector. We implement several software modifications for the XMRIG mining client as a preliminary
evaluation of XMR-R AY’s robustness against adversarial evasion. Our modifications are intended to trick our
model into misclassifying mining TCP conversations as
non-mining. Similarly to previous experiments, we do not
evaluate FPR by design, as the model is only applied to
positive test samples. Results of our 3 evasions are shown
in Table 4.
6.6.1 Attack 1: Data injection

Analyzing the open-source code of mining pools, we
noticed that the JSON parser function extracts only the
key-value pairs it is interested in and discards the others.
We then add to each Stratum Solution Submission message a new key-value pair of random length between 32
and 512 bytes. This modification had little influence on
the detection rate.
6.6.2 Attack 2: Message injection

If the JSON key method is missing from a client message,
the pool does not send a Stratum reply but simply a TCP
ACK. We make XMRIG send random-length messages at
random intervals every 2–10s. This attack considerably
reduces the detection rate. Modifying the number of packets and randomizing packet sizes disrupts our client-side
features.
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fied the mining client to send messages with a wrong value
for the method JSON key. We noticed that certain public
pools answer with an error message that contains the same
ID of the received faulty message. Therefore, by sending
messages with a wrong method and variable-length ID
at random intervals, we can trigger variable-length error
messages in response from the pool. Doing so, we manage to evade the detection around 50% of the time. This
does not come as a surprise since a modification like
this heavily affects the standard Stratum workflow and
thus both our client- and pool-side features. This technique works only with pools that deploy the standard
NODE - CRYPTONOTE - POOL .
From our experiments, we conclude XMR-Ray can
indeed be vulnerable to evasion attacks. However, for
the attacks to work, the adversary must deviate from the
standard Stratum protocol. Nevertheless, such deviations
from the protocol can be both detected and sanctioned by
security updates to pool software.
6.7 Comparison to prior work

To position our system among existing detectors, we compare it to its most closely related prior work, Muñoz et
al. [94]. This work also follows a network-based approach
using NetFlow but, in contrast to XMR-R AY, employing
generic features and binary classification. We reimplemented it to the best of our knowledge and describe the
technical details of our reimplementation in Appendix A.
Figure 8 compares the detection performance of both
approaches on detecting novel mining pools, as in
Section 6.2. The results for XMR-R AY, repeated from
Fig. 7, are clearly superb. In particular, using 10 training
pools it achieved TPR = (96.20 ± 3.04)% and FPR = (0.058
± 0.071)%, while the competitor had about 28x higher
FPR = (1.65 ± 1.07)% at a lower detection rate of (94.96 ±
2.60)%.
The detection rate of the approaches was compared
across all experiments described in Sections 6.3-6.6, as
summarized in Table 5. Malware is fully detected by
both. Muñoz et al. is more robust against stream ciphers
but a lot more vulnerable against CBC-mode encryption.
Other experiments, most notably adversarial evasion, provide rich empirical evidence for the superiority of XMRR AY. Given the boost of TPR and reduction of FPR, we

6.6.3 Attack 3: Error triggering

The last example is the one that, among the three, alters
the mining traffic shape and behavior the most. We modiTable 4 Detection results for adversarial evasion
Attack

Traffic (h)

Detection rate

Data injection

250

93.37%

Message injection

350

81.28%

Error triggering

200

53.16%

Fig. 8 Comparison on detecting novel mining pools
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Table 5 Competitive comparison
Detection rate (%)
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campaign targeting macOS users [115]. We were not able
to confirm any of the 47 low-risk positives; thus, the system achieved a FPR of 0.0021%, i.e., 3.4 false positives per
day. The risk categorization has helped the analysts focus
their attention on legitimate threats.

Category

Experiment

Muñoz et al.

XMR-Ray

Malware

NRSminer

100.00

100.00

WebCobra

100.00

100.00

SSL stream

99.13

98.16

7 Discussion

SSL CBC

90.11

99.35

The experimental evaluation presented above demonstrates that the proposed method has clearly met the
objectives of its design. In this section, we elucidate design
limitations and discuss possible solutions for overcoming
them, as well as further applications of our design ideas
for NetFlow traffic analysis.
One limitation of our design is its lack of support for
UDP. No existing cryptomining implementations known
to us use UDP, but an attacker could, in principle, tunnel Stratum over UDP. To close such evasion opportunity,
unidirectional NetFlow features could be investigated that
do not rely on any TCP communication patterns.
Another feature of our design is its limitation to Stratum. If pools migrate to novel protocols, our method will
become ineffective. However, we find this scenario to be
unlikely for the near future. Stratum is widely deployed,
proven, and reliable for its users, and we are not aware
of plans to replace it. In case of cryptojackers, to avoid
using Stratum, they would have to develop both a custom mining client and the pool which, on top of being
costly, represents a single point of failure and brings maintenance overhead due to Monero hard forks. Although
Stratum will be replaced at some point in the future, the
same is true for all protocols, including HTTP and TLS,
which went through major changes recently. And just like
new detectors were necessary for HTTP/2 and TLS 1.3,
researchers will need to make new detectors for future
pool mining protocols, an evolutionary approach typical
for security.
Adversarial examples are a further threat to our technique, just like to all other machine learning approaches.
As shown in Table 4, some hand-crafted obfuscations
indeed reduce the detection accuracy. However, for the
protocol deviations to succeed, they must be accepted by
the pool. Legitimate public pools are incentivized to and
do block deviating miners and we expect that our proposed attacks will be rendered ineffective as soon as they
become deployed. Illegitimate pools are free to change the
protocol, in which case the evasion attack is reduced to
protocol modification attack which we addressed in the
previous paragraph.
An exciting direction for future work is deeper investigation of the speculative reconstruction technique. In
the feature sensitivity analysis for our classifier (omitted due to lack of space) we have observed that the
features obtained by this technique (group 1) play the
major role in attaining high detection accuracy. It is there-

Encryption

Proxying

In-browser mining

Adversarial evasion

SOCKS5

88.35

89.16

XMRIG

82.92

90.08

Coinhive

90.82

98.85

CryptoLoot

80.80

95.26

CoinIMP

68.52

79.47

Data injection

66.08

93.37

Msg. injection

25.96

81.28

Err. triggering

16.89

53.16

conclude that XMR-R AY’s specialized features and OCC
approach provide a substantial improvement over the
state of the art.
6.8 Results from real-world deployment

In the final stage of our research we deployed XMR-R AY
with the trained model described in Section 6.1 in the network of a large university with around 100,000 endpoints.
As a common procedure for practical deployments, we
used an error-correction mechanism for the model’s predictions which we refer to as majority voting. Our model
was run every 3 hours, loading the past 3 hours of traffic, and labeling a TCP conversation as mining only if the
majority of its traffic windows have been labeled as such.
We configured the traffic windowing module to use an
overlap of fW = lW /2 = 900s, thus having at most 11
traffic windows within 3 h. To assist security analysts in
incident prioritization, we categorized each TCP conversation (not limited to 3 h) into low or high risk, depending on the count and ratio of its windows classified as
mining.
In 2 weeks of operation in the university network, XMRR AY analyzed 2,219,410 TCP conversations longer than
lW = 1800 s and labeled 52 as mining: 5 with high
and 47 with low risk. We manually investigated the positives to assess the detection performance. The 5 high-risk
conversations were confirmed as Monero mining. Interestingly, only one host was mining by connecting directly
to a well-known public pool (pool.supportxmr.com:7777),
while the others were mining through proxies. Two of
these proxies’ IP addresses were associated with malware
activity according to AbuseIPDB [114]. In addition, one
was listed as IoC for a Chinese cryptomining hacking
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fore interesting to understand what other applications of
network metadata analysis can benefit from this design
technique but also whether it may negatively affect user
privacy. The interconnection of various design decisions
enabled by this technique requires a better understanding of its mathematical properties, especially the existence
and uniqueness of solutions for different protocols.

8 Conclusions
In this paper, we addressed the problem of detecting illegitimate cryptocurrency mining in network traffic. We
demonstrated that the de facto standard protocol for
pooled mining, Stratum, exhibits salient patterns which
enable its reliable detection using NetFlow. The presented
system XMR-R AY outperforms the closest competitors
by combining one-class classification (OCC) with novel
Stratum-specific features.
OCC is trained solely on mining traffic generated
by legitimate mining clients, while binary classifiers
employed by the state of the art also require full nonmining network traffic. In case the target class is well
characterized by representative training data and characteristic features, and the other classes are very diverse and
constantly changing, an assumption which holds true for
cryptocurrency mining, then OCC is a superior choice
and provides major benefits in efficiency, privacy, costs,
deployment and robustness.
Our principal innovation is a set of features using
constraint-solving to assess whether NetFlow records corresponding to a TCP stream are likely to originate from
Stratum traffic. These features also provide another crucial benefit: robustness against encryption, proxying and
tunneling.
A comprehensive experimental evaluation in a large
corporate environment demonstrated high effectiveness.
With a detection latency of 30 min, XMR-R AY reached a
detection accuracy of 98.94% at a false alarm rate of 0.05%,
about 28 times lower than that of the closest competitor. We have also demonstrated its ability to detect traffic
towards novel mining pools, as well as to most prominent cryptojacking services. Deployed in a large university network it successfully detected real-world mining
attacks.
Akin to other machine learning systems, our technique
is not immune to adversarial examples. We discuss this
and other limitations of our approach, and outline the
prospects for using our novel feature extraction technique
in other applications of network metadata analysis.
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Inbound and outbound packets/second
Inbound and outbound bytes/second
Inbound and outbound bytes/packet
Bytes_inbound/bytes_outbound ratio
Packets_inbound/packets_outbound ratio

We are confident about the quality of our reimplementation since, even if not fully described, the baseline features’
names are self-explanatory and leave little room for interpretation.
For a fair and accurate comparison, the goal was to
evaluate both approaches following the same procedure.
However, that is generally not possible because they are
trained on different data: OCC only on mining while
binary classifiers also require non-mining traffic. Therefore, for training binary classifiers, we resorted to another
corpus of NetFlow data from the same enterprise environment where the evaluation was performed. To simulate a
realistic deployment, the non-mining part of the binary
classifiers’ training traffic was collected a month before
the test dataset described in Section 5.3. Crucially, the
entire test dataset and the mining portion of the training
dataset remains identical.
We repeated the experiments of Sections 6.1-6.6 for 2
best models from [94]: C4.5 and CART. We used WEKA,
specifically the PYTHON-WEKA-WRAPPER library [116],
to implement the C4.5 algorithm and SCIKIT-LEARN for
CART. In our environment, CART performed significantly better, and therefore, we compare only its results
against ours.
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